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Avid hiker and experienced travel writer Ann Marie Brown knows the best places to hike in the
San Francisco Bay Area, from ocean-front and mountain trails to scenic walks through Wine
Country. This fifth edition of Moon 101 Great Hikes of the San Francisco Bay Area includes new
hikes, as well as a handy trail map for Marsh and South Pasture Loop. With helpful icons
indicating access to historic sites, trails that are appropriate for children, wheelchair-accessible
trails, and trailheads that can be accessed via public transportation, this guide is perfect for
inexperienced and expert hikers alike.Complete with difficulty levels from 1 to 5, Moon 101 Great
Hikes of the San Francisco Bay Area provides hikers with first-rate expert advice and all the
necessary tools to head outdoors.

About the AuthorAnn Marie Brown is a dedicated California outdoorswoman who hikes, camps,
and bikes more than 150 days each year. She is the author of 16 books with Moon, including
several outdoors titles—Moon Yosemite, Moon California Waterfalls, and Moon Northern
California Biking—and is the co-author of Moon California Hiking with Tom Stienstra. Her work
has also appeared in Sunset, VIA, and California magazines.Ann Marie lives in South Lake
Tahoe. A complete list of her books can be found at annmariebrown.com.
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60 Hikes Within 60 Miles: San Francisco: Including North Bay, East Bay, Peninsula, and South
Bay 111 Places in San Francisco That You Must Not Miss Bay Area Ridge Trail: The Official
Guide for Hikers, Mountain Bikers and Equestrians



Rob, “New hikes. Finding new hikes suggested”

Fritz R. Ward, “Urban California's Finest Outdoors: Hiking in and Around San Francisco Bay..
Many people love San Francisco and the surrounding communities. I love the surrounding park
lands. About twice a year I travel to the Bay Area to hike and explore some of the best off
season hiking in the state. Early November is my favorite, but late March and early April are also
nice. But you can find superb hiking any time of year in the Bay Area. State parks, various
regional park districts, and two spectacular national park units, Point Reyes National Seashore
and the Golden Gate National Recreation Area, vie for the attention of hikers. There are of
course many good guidebooks to the Bay Area, but I have all three editions of this book and it is
by far the best. This book has the most rigorous day hikes and the broadest selection of trails for
the area.Although the Bay Area does include some long trails, the Skyline to the Sea Trail
through Big Basin Redwoods, and the East Bay Skyline Trail being the best of these (Ms. Brown
describes these and other trails in her introduction to the book) this guide is focused on day
hikes, although several of the routes would make for a pleasant overnight trip. Unlike many day
hike books, however, 101 Great Hikes features a broad diversity of trails, from short treks to the
very scenic Point Bonita Lighthouse, now reopened, to several long and arduous treks that will
challenge the stamina of many fit outdoor athletes. The trips to Murrieta Falls and the Grand
Loop through Mt. Diablo fall into this category. Readers can find something for everyone in this
book, and the chances are good that once you start exploring, you will want to do more.What's
new in this edition: a lot more of Napa and Sonoma counties. Brown describes the route up
Taylor Mountain in a newly opened preserve, adds Zim Zim falls, the extended Bay Area's
highest waterfall, and includes the trails along Suisun Bay in the Rush Ranch preserve. I have
not explored any of these trails and have added all of them to my "to do" list for the Bay Area.
(This list grows faster than I can hike the trails, so I have a lifetime of vacations awaiting me.)
Also new: each chapter has a list of trails found within the chapter, including helpful icons
(wildlife viewing, bird watching, dogs allowed, etc) along with mileage, elevation change, and
difficulty rating. Coupled with a location map, this makes seaching for the perfect trail to hike
easier than in early editions of the book, or most other currently available hiking guides.Moon
publishing also kept the best features of the older text. This is the only one of their books to
feature trail maps, and the sketch maps here are among the best available in a hiking text. They
are clear, and show connecting routes, significant route features, and nearby trails. This
complements the text itself, which routinely lists options for exploring nearby areas. And of
course, the book keeps the best trails as well: Kehoe Beach, the only trail you can walk a dog on
in Point Reyes National Seashore, the Berry Falls Loop in Big Basin Redwoods State Park, the
Bay View Loop in Point Pinole Regional Shoreline, and the Loch Lemond Loop in Loch Lemond
Recreational Area.In all, I cannot recommend this book highly enough. The San Francisco Bay



area has thousands of miles of trails, and enough hiking to keep you occupied for years, whether
you are a resident or visitor. But this guidebook has more extensive routes than most, including
its companion volume, 
  
California Hiking

  
  
which is co-authored by Ms. Brown and Tom Stienstra. The latter volume, while covering the
same preserves in its Bay Area chapter, does not include as many loop hikes and generally
speaking has shorter routes. So it is well worth your while, even if you are a fan of California
Hiking, as I am, to purchase this volume as well. These are trails you will want to explore again
and again.”

Tyler A., “Perfect Bay Area Guide. Born and raised in the Bay Area, and an avid hiker, and I didn't
even know about some of these trails. This is an excellent trail guide (my new go-to actually) that
separates Bay Area locations by geographic region, gives in depth analysis of the trail/hike, the
level of difficulty, total distance, elevation etc., it even gives you exact GPS coordinates which is
awesome because some trails can be hard to locate if they are not like a state park. Oh, also,
which was awesome, Ms. Brown also tells you which trails offer camping. This is great because I
would always have to look this info up. Now it's all in one book. Super happy with it and can't
recommend this book enough.”

Tru, “100% great. Beyond happy I got this book. My coworker showed this to me months ago and
I’ve finally got. Amazing trails some I knew and a lot I didn’t know about. Very happy about this
Purchase”

Chrisbeme, “Great adventures await you in this comprehensive guide to Bay Area hikes!. I am
really getting down with this comprehensive guide to some really awesome hikes in the Bay
Area! The book offers detailed features of many wonderful hikes, such as whether or not dogs
are permitted, types of hikes (from easy to strenuous) (scenery to wildlife) and makes great trail/
loop recommendations. I try to knock out two every weekend and simply yearn for more!An
awesome book- would highly recommend.Happy trails.”



Lauri Sellers, “Awesome book! My son just moved from the East .... Awesome book! My son just
moved from the East Coast to the Bay area and does a lot of hiking. We used this book on a
recent visit and loved it. Great suggestions and a beautiful, diverse area. We especially like that
it is broken down by regions and give helpful tips, like best for families, great wildlife watching,
etc...”

3Kidsmom, “but I like how the hikes are described and the extra info .... Haven't tried any of the
hikes yet, going in april, but I like how the hikes are described and the extra info included around
maps, best time of year etc. Will update once have used on the trail.”

ChemHIkerCamp, “Great book great collection of hikes all levels. No need for this review as this
book it's highly reviewed already. Great ideas for hiking with details and correct mileage a..
Some trails are changing names recently will be nice to see an amendment to this book talking
about those. But u can't get lost if u follow this one great collection of hikes as well”

The book by Ann Marie Brown has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 90 people have provided feedback.
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